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ETHICS, ISLAMIC BANKING AND
THE GLOBAL FINANCIAL MARKET
JEAN-FRANCOIS SEZNEC
wenty years ago, Islamic banks were unknown;today,they number
in the hundreds worldwide and hold more than U.S.$160 billion
in assets.' In the world of global finance, this is not a large amount,
but its growth rate is substantial. Furthermore, the concept is discussed
heatedly in every Muslim country. In light of Islam's rapid development,
especially in countries like the United Kingdom, France and the United
States, Islamic banks will likely play a role in the development and globalization of world financial markets. But more importantly, Islamic banking
offers a means of reintroducing ethics into the global financial system.
This paper will argue that the principles of Islamic banking are
fundamentally different from those of traditional commercial banking.The
Islamic financial system derives its rules from religious sources, while the
traditional banking system's rules originated in the market. Nevertheless,
both provide nearly identical services to borrowers and depositors.
At a time when global economic forces are causing great hardship
for people around the world, and the harsh demands of the market seem
to supersede concern for the well-being of fellow humans, Islamic banking may serve as a means of re-imbuing modern banking with ethical
norms.Within the broader financial system, Islamic finance can play a role
in reestablishing a sense of ethics that has been lost and to try to make
its concept and products acceptable to ethically minded Muslims, Christians,Jews and others who are engaged in financial transactions.
As a religion based upon justice, Islam can serve as an ethical framework for regulating monetary transactions between people and, in this
way, influence the global financial marketplace.
RISK VERSUS CAPITAL

One of the main tenets of Islamic finance is that lenders (in our discussion, bank depositors) must face risk to their investments (deposits) if
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they are to enjoy a share in the profits of the institution in which they
have deposited money.At issue is the injunction in the Qu'ran that forbids the paying and receiving of interest.2 It does not, however, forbid
receiving fair profit on commercial transactions. Islamic institutions, like
conventional banks, are intermediaries. However, whereas a conventional
bank will take ownership of the depositors' funds and become the
borrower's partner,an Islamic bank will mediate the relationship between
its aggregate depositors and its aggregate borrowers. If the Islamic bank
is profitable, the depositors are entitled to a share of those profits.The
Islamic bank serves as a means of gathering depositor funds in a pool and
directing them to businesses.The link between the individual depositor
and the business to which the depositor's money is lent is no longer
direct, but nevertheless the element of risk is present. An agreed portion
of the bank's profits made on the business loans is distributed to depositors. Likewise, losses also are distributed to depositors.
In a simple schema of the conventional banking format, the owners
of a bank are more at risk than the depositors.When there are losses,
the write-off will be made to the profits and the net worth of the bank,
thereby decreasing the value of the bank owners' investment. Only when
the losses are so large that the capital is totally written off are depositors' funds at risk. However, before net worth is affected, the large bad
debt reserves that banks accumulate for just such a purpose must be
exhausted.
Another important factor of traditional banks is the support provided by central banks to depositors in case of bank failure. In the United
States, the federal government provides depositors of all institutions a
guarantee of up to U.S.$ 100,000 per account.When bank failures have
been large, as was the case with some savings and loans in the early
1990s, the government stepped in to guarantee accounts in excess of
U.S.$ 100,000. Similarly, when a bank fails in France, the French central
bank organizes a bailout of the failed bank through participation by all
other banks in the system. This compulsory mutual insurance system
operates such that depositors are repaid by all the other banks in France,
from each according to its size.When a failure occurs, a stable bank takes
over the management of the failed institution.
Islamic banks located in the developing world do not offer such
guarantees. Even if such systems were available, it is doubtful that they
could offer similar levels of security. Indeed, the state providing protection against risk is similar to owners providing their capital as a cushion
against risk. However, under Islamic banking law, if there is no risk, or very
little risk, to deposits, then the profit earned on deposits does not come
from participation in a shared commercial venture and simply is interest,
forbidden under most interpretations of Islam.
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One consequence of this problem is that Islamic banking is often
said to work well in systems where the entire economy is based on
Islamic principles and all the banks are Islamic. 3 This situation now prevails in Pakistan and Iran.
Islamic banking proponents will claim that the conventional banking
system, based on interest, is fundamentally unjust.4 First,the management
and owners of a bank are sophisticated and will use their market knowledge to increase profits and the institution's net worth. Second, they are
protected from their mistakes (arising from their willingness to take risks)
by the state and the insurance companies whose premiums are in fact
paid by lowering returns to depositors.Third, since depositors are guaranteed a certain rate of return on their deposits, banks place the full risk
of lending on the borrower.This eliminates any partnership between bank
depositor and bank borrower.Whether or not the borrower makes money
from his loan, he is responsible for paying back the principal and the
interest
The notion that risk must be shared not only by owners, but by
bank depositors as well, is probably the single most important reason
why Islamic banking has not developed in non-Islamic regions. In theWest,
for example, central banks and bank regulators are expected to protect
the integrity of the banking system and insure that depositors have enough
trust in the system to place their funds in the banks and not withdraw it
in times of economic turmoil. Regulators have learned over the years
that banks cannot be counted on to always use good judgment.The traditional banking system dissuades poor judgment by forcing owners to
bear the financial burden of those poor decisions while generally shielding depositors from the same level of loss. In this manner, regulators feel
more confident that management and owners will act more prudently,
knowing that their mistakes will hurt their interests more than the interests of their depositors.'
It should be pointed out that the judgment of Islamic bank managers is no better than that of their peers in conventional Western banks.
Kuwait Finance House incurred million-dollar losses during the SoukAIManakh Kuwait stock market bubble while using the savings of thousands
of Pakistani laborers, who had little sophistication in matters of investments, in land and Gulf companies' stocks. Had the Kuwait government
not intervened to reimburse depositors,the hard working laborers would
have been swindled, even though they banked with an Islamic institution.
For Islamic financial institutions to increase their role and influence, they must move away from a narrow legalistic interpretation of risk
sharing. Because bank owners and managers are much more savvy regarding financial markets than most of their depositors, and despite Is-
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lamic strictures against interest without risk, they must be held at least
somewhat accountable for bad decisions and absorb losses before passing the burden on to depositors.The essence of Islamic banking is not
whether or not this financial instrument or that management technique
renders a depositor a true commercial risk taker rather than a receiver
of interest; the essence is that banking should be done in ajust manner.
Islamic ethics are based on a belief in social justice.6 From a legalistic
religious position, it may be correct to force unsophisticated depositors
to absorb losses that bank managers and owners have caused, but it is
not just. Making owners and managers suffer first for their mistakes would
make Islamic banking more acceptable to Western banking regulators
and more appealing to depositors, who will have less need to watch their
money.
The issue of sharing risk with unsophisticated, versus sophisticated,
depositors is akin to the issue investment funds faced in the United States.
Funds willing to deal with a limited, but less costly pool of investors will
limit their efforts to sophisticated investors and thus not have to follow
the stringent regulations and disclosure demands of the Securities and
Exchange Commission. In Islamic banking, some banks have struck such a
de facto arrangement. For example, AI-Baraka, one the largest Islamic
banking groups, only takes deposits from large and sophisticated investors.
IDEOLOGICAL ISSUES OF ISLAMIC BANKING

The words "Islamic banking" have a strong emotional effect. In the Islamic
world, some individuals and institution representatives talk as if patronizing Islamic banks makes them more pious than those who patronize traditional banks. For many more, there is a certain pride in knowing that
their institutions, organized under their religious laws, have successfully
adapted modern financial instruments yet remained true to the tenets of
their religion. Others, however, both Muslim and non-Muslim, feel a certain uneasiness.To use an American expression,there is a certain sense of
"in-your-face" about the term "Islamic banking' a certain defiance of the
secular Western edifice.This ideological bent to Islamic banking greatly
obfuscates the true value of Islam to the financial world.As mentioned
above, Islamic banking should not be applied from a rigorously legalistic
viewpoint, especially regarding interest. Rather, it should emphasize the
application of social justice in the financial realm, a notion that has been
forgotten byWestern banking institutions.
Much writing on Islamic banking has a strong ideological bent.There
seems to be an assumption that Islamic banking is a newly developed
Vot. 23: 1 Winter * Spring 1999
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thought, a new form of Islamic qtihad, or exegesis of the religious texts.
S.H. Homood has pointed out that interest and usury are discussed in

the Bible (Ezekiel, 18:8, Deuteronomy 23:19). These paragraphs, which
apply to Jews and Christians alike, clearly forbid the use of usury in dealing with people. For centuries, Christians had a very strong prejudice
against interest, which they used, however reluctantly.Today in Europe,
for example, it would be frowned upon for relatives to charge interest to
relatives.7 The Catholic Church only lifted the ban on interest in the midnineteenth century.8 Today, there are banks in Israel that cater to Jews

who refuse to take or pay interest.
Despite the above-mentioned pride in Islamic banking, there also is
a certain ambivalence.While conservatives argue that it is impious for
Muslims to participate inWestern andWestern-style financial institutions,
others argue that there have been various forms of interest-style lending
in the Islamic world for centuries. Given that previous generations of
Muslims did not appear to have wrestled with their consciences over it,
many Muslims today resent being described as sinners for similar activities.
PRICING

An examination of the way money is made and the way banks decide
how much to charge their clients demonstrates that there are surprisingly few differences between the pricing mechanisms of Islamic and traditional banking services.
A traditional bank will price its services according to what the market can bear.A bank will try to pay as little interest to its depositors as it
can without losing them to competitors. Likewise, it will try to charge as
high an interest rate on loans as it can without losing good borrowers to
a cheaper bank. However,these minimums and maximums are based themselves on certain parameters.A bank will attempt to charge as much as it
can on its loans but the minimum is computed as a function of basic
requirements. Pricing must: I) cover the expense of running the bank,
including staff salaries, rent, depreciation of equipment, communication
expenses, etc.; 2) allow the bank to build a reserve for bad loans; 3)
provide shareholders with a minimum return on their investments that
matches alternative investment potential; 4) account for regulatory and
FDIC insurance processes; and 5) cover the cost of funds of the bank:
interest payments to private and corporate depositors and payment for
borrowings from other banks, including the central bank.
In highly simplified terms, and assuming that banks will try to main-
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tain an 18-to- I funds-to-capital ratio, the pricing of a loan will be at cost
of funds plus a spread computed as follows: I percent for overhead costs,
I percent for the reserve for bad loans, 0.75 percent minimum return to
investors (corresponding to a return on capital of 12 percent per annum)
and 0.25 percent regulatory costs. If cost of funds is4.5 percent, interest
on a loan will be, at a minimum, 7.5 percent. If cost of funds is 14 percent
(as it was in the mid- 1970s), interest on loans will be 17.5 percent, plus
probably an extra premium of 0.25 percent to bring the return to investors above the rate of inflation. Any loan rate set above these amounts
will generate a premium,allowing the bank to increase its risk reserve or
its dividends.9 In the competitive banking environment in Western Europe and the United States, the average pricing will be at cost of funds
plus the percentages mentioned above.
In contrast, an Islamic bank computes its pricing as profit sharing on
a given instrument or transaction. However, for the bank to stay in business, it must obtain a minimum return on its loan.This minimum is computed as follows: I) It must cover the cost of running the bank.An Islamic
bank, like any other financial institution, will have to pay competitive salaries, rent, electronic data management, communications and legal fees.As
is the case with commercial banks, this will usually amount to I percent.
2) It must permit the buildup of a reserve for bad loans.The cost of
building a reserve for bad loans will also be the same as that for traditional banks, that is, I percent. 3)The bank must then estimate its profit
and thus the return to its shareholders. In a global environment of relatively free capital flows, the required returns to shareholders will also be
the same as for traditional banks or any commercial venture.As was the
case above, this would imply in a leveraged institution that the return
portion in the pricing of a loan would be between 0.75 percent and 1.25
percent.'0 4) The cost of regulatory processes, if any, must be included.
This still is not a direct cost to many Islamic banks, but as the industry
develops in countries with extensive supervision, this cost will rise to the
same level as that of traditional banks. 5) It must estimate the amount of
profits it will have to pay to its depositors to keep them as depositors.
The result is that the minimum loan rate required by the profit
sharing, Islamic bank is based on a spread of about 3 percent above what
the estimated cost of funds (a profit sharing arrangement with the depositors) would be. (The difference in pricing between the two types of
banks comes down to the difference in their relative cost of funds.)While
conventional banks pay their depositors an interest amount determined
by market forces at the time of the deposit, Islamic banks pay their depositors an amount corresponding to the expected profit or loss from
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investment and lending activities.
Pricing for deposits by a traditional commercial bank is bound by
competition, but this competition is bounded by some basic requirements. Banks must pay their depositors a higher return than inflation, or
else see funds used for immediate consumption rather than deposited
into the bank. The amount above inflation will be determined by the
needs of individuals for a return on what they view istheir risk regarding
the deposit. In most cases in the West, the risk of placing funds in a bank
(rather than in the stock or commodity futures market) is very low.This
risk is calculated as somewhat higher than that of U.S.Treasury bills (which
themselves include a small premium to account for expected inflation).
With inflation at, say, 1.5 percent per year, the premium on the risk of
placing deposits in a U.S. bank today varies between 1.5 percent and 3.5
percent.
In a situation where there is competition between conventional
banks and Islamic banks, such as in Bahrain or Kuwait, clearly both banks
will end up with similar results or else see most depositors transfer funds
to the higher-paying institutions. Conventional banks in the Arab-Persian
Gulf have begun to feel competition from Islamic banks.Today, most conventional institutions, both Arab and Western, have established Islamic
funds to compete with the Islamic financial institutions. Citibank has started
a separately capitalized affiliate in Bahrain. Many British banks, including
Dresdner Kleinwort Benson, have been managing Islamic funds for many
years.
Even in Iran and Pakistan, where Islamic institutions are the only
ones allowed to operate, the pricing has to be competitive for depositors. Iranian banks have been allowed to estimate their profits for the
year and compute a certain amount of profit sharing, which each bank
manipulates in an effort to win customers.This approach became necessary in 1992,when banks started losing large amounts of deposits.At that
time, banks paid an amount of profit sharing stated by the Bank Markazi
(the central bank).The Bank Markazi computed an industry-wide profit
and required all banks, regardless of performance, to pay the same rate
to all depositors.This discouraged both careful managers and savvy depositors. Furtherthe payments were based on year-old profit figures that
did not take a 50 percent annual inflation rate into account. Depositors
actually lost money by placing funds in bank accounts.This encouraged
depositors to spend, rather than save, their money.
As soon as the state allowed each bank to set its own profit estimate for the coming year, banks could factor the inflation rate into their
expected profits.This brought depositors back into the sector and allowed the banking system to work more effectively.The Iranian governVol. 23: 1 Winter * Spring 1999
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ment itself started competing with the banks for funds by issuing development bonds to finance its needs. The bonds carried a coupon, not
based on interest, but on a precomputed return on government investments.
In Pakistan, the banks compute their profits every six months and
pay a portion of their profits to depositors.Although this does not guard
against potential losses due to inflation, the system does give banks an
ability to respond to inflation, a benefit to depositors.
The pricing mechanism of conventional banks is based on competitive inerest rates prevalent at the time the loan is approved.The pricing
mechanism of Islamic banks is based on actual or expected profit sharing
realized subsequent to the disbursement of the loan.The end result to
the depositor, however, is virtually the same.As the Islamic banking industry matures, it will offer a pricing mechanism that will be similar to traditional banking in competitiveness, but different in ethics.
TRENDS IN ISLAMIC BANKING

Financial markets as a whole, including Islamic ones, are going through
constant change.The globalization of markets, as mentioned above, has
placed a premium on profits at all costs. Islamic banks also are going
through changes. Of course, the concept of creating Islamic instruments
is quite new, and this new industry, like any other, has to find its own way.
Today, the trend in Islamic banking appears to be toward the development of boutique Islamic investment banks. In fact, a number of relatively new institutions are not banks in the traditional sense. They are
closer to what the U.S. comptroller of the currency calls "non-bank banks."
These institutions focus on a precise instrument. For example, the Islamic Leasing Company of Bahrain borrows money from other banks,
including, but not exclusively, its parent,A-Faysal Investment Bank.There
is a privately held company inJeddah that provides consumer loans on an
Islamic basis.As mentioned above,AI-Baraka invests the funds of sophisticated buyers, somewhat like a privately held merchant bank in Europe.
Islamic mutual funds are growing strongly.There also are a large number
of Islamic funds in the United States investing in a variety of instruments,
from shares to mortgages. ' '
Islamic institutions have been springing up almost everywhere Muslims live.There appear to be many of these institutions emerging in former
Soviet Central Asia. It will be particularly interesting to follow the contribution of Islamic banks to development in the Commonwealth of Independent States, particularly in countries such as Kazakhstan and
Uzbekistan.
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Attempts to develop new Islamic instruments by looking at instruments currently in use in the Western markets may prove difficult
because of the West's reliance on interest. For example, foreign exchange funds usually can make money only if they extensively use futures and options, both of which are priced exclusively in terms of
interest differentials between currencies. Under an Islamic schema, foreign exchange funds could be based only on educated positions regarding relative currency strengths. However, experienced traders know
that such an approach almost certainly will end up with major losses.
Nevertheless, most commodity funds should be acceptable, provided
they do not include options or futures. Again, this would force funds
managers to take uncovered positions, which would result in substantial losses in the long run. Bond funds also are difficult to organize in an
interest-free manner.
However, many other instruments are being developed today. Perfectly acceptable Islamic instruments could include venture capital funds,
investment funds underwriting share issues for industrial companies
and growth stock funds. In fact, should such funds be developed, they
could have a major impact on the economies of Muslim states, many of
which suffer from a lack of investment capital.
In the world of global international capital, Islamic banking is
not a large force, but its role in the Muslim world and its influence
worldwide are potentially large. Beyond the rhetoric of piety surrounding Islamic banking and the legalistic discussion of the use of interest, is
a more important issue, the idea of justice. Practitioners and theorists
in the field must move beyond these discussions and work to increase
the visibility of Islamic banking to facilitate its most important contribution: the reintroduction of ethics into financial transactions. E
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